Proof. By [1, Theorem 3.3, p. 116], U = U { © rad U, (7j nonsingular. Write rad U = (rad U O rad V) © UQ, rad V = (rad U n rad V) © VQ; UQ, VQ subspaces of V. Since UQ n rad V = 0, U + rad V is the direct sum
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ABSTRACT.
This paper considers epimorphisms of finitely generated one-relator groups G -F/R, F free, R ç FP{F, F\ for some rational prime p. The main result is a lower bound for the difference rank Grank G when G is a one-relator group homomorphic to G. This gen eralizes a known result for the case G a free group.
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field where (/" © (rad U n rad V) = rad U, and U. is nonsingular. Furthermore, this decomposition can be extended to a decomposition such that U0 © i/J is nonsingular. Set V¡ = ({/" © l/J )* D (t7*n V2). We may now write (7* n V2 = V, © {/" © {/"', and finally, V = V2 © rad V = V} ©fJ0© U¿ © (7, ©(rad Í7 n rad V) © V". Q.E.D.
Let F be the free group on n generators. We utilize these identifications in the following discussion.
By duality there exist xlf • • • , x e F such that x(x.) = ô.., 1 < i, j < n, and y v • ■ ■ , ym £ F ' such that 7?¿(y .) = 8{., 1 < z', 7 < m. These are not necessarily bases of F and F ; however, by Burnside's basis theorem, they do map onto bases of F/F' and F /F2 respectively. Now for 1 < i < m, 1 < / < n, rj.f'Çx.) = /*(t7.)(x.) = XHi)^,) = &k(i),j for some k(i), 1 < k(i) < n, where Xk(i) = f*^Vi> e u-if / 4 í^(¿): 1 < z' < ?«!, where p = 2(7 + t) is the dimension of V/rad V. This inequality is obtained in [2] .
The second case of interest is when G isa one-relator group, R being the normal subgroup of F generated by an element r eFp Since f'(r) £ R ', f'(r) s rb (mod F2) for some b£~Z,0<b<p-l. Furthermore, n -m = (21 + 2s + 2t + k + q) -(2s + t + k) = 2/ + t + q
where p(G) = dim(V/rad V) and p(G') = dim((;/rad U). We thus have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G = F/R, G'= F'/R ' be (one-relator) presentations of one-relator groups G, G such that R < Fj, R < F, . // there is an epimorphism of G onto G , then yields an inequality due to A. Steinberg [2] , and (4) the corresponding generalization of it.
4. Let /j be an epimorphism from F/RF2 onto F'/R'fL, where F, R, 
